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Downlight trim kit provides 
more flexibility
EARTHTRONICS inaugurates its 5”/6” LED 
Recessed Ceiling Light Trim Kit, offering five color 
selectable operations for commercial and residential 
retrofit applications. The downlight is CCT selectable 
and can be easily switched between 2700K, 3000K, 
3500K, 4000K and 5000K at time of installation 
for the desired color temperature. The 9-watt 
EarthTronics LED Recessed Ceiling Light Trim Kit 
delivers 94 lumens per watt with an 80+ CRI for visu-
al acuity and performance.
earthtronics.com

Entry hardware makes 
worthy impression
ASHLEY NORTON presents the 
Rectangular Suite, a simple yet elegant 
entry set featuring a clean rectangular 
shape with a beveled edge. Users can 
select from an array of meticulously 
styled escutcheons, levers and knobs 
to create a welcoming look reflective of 
their personality. Each element of the 
Rectangular Suite is handcrafted from 
art-grade bronze or solid brass. And 
with a variety of artisan-applied finish-
es, the suite complements and enhances 
the appeal of any façade.
ashleynorton.com

Workstation sink, insulated  
ice chest join up
RUVATI elevates al fresco entertaining to a whole 
new level with the latest addition to its Merino 
Collection of outdoor sinks. Model RVQ6290 is an 
ingenious combination of workstation sink and insu-
lated ice chest, a perfect pairing that is certain to be 
the centerpiece of backyard parties. Crafted from 
marine-grade T-316 stainless steel, this ultra-durable 
sink is built to withstand weather extremes and is 
loaded with practical features that make the most of 
compact spaces.
ruvati.com

Tile collection incorporates  
look of concrete
DALTILE launches its new Cohesion collection, an 
assortment of concrete-look ColorBody porcelain tile. 
Featuring a range of pleasing neutrals, these large 
format tiles are ideal for expansive residential or com-
mercial spaces. For use as floors, walls, countertops 
and exterior floors, the Cohesion collection is avail-
able in 12x24, 24x24 and 24x48 large format tiles. 
Complementary bullnose, cove base, and cove base 
corner are also included in this new offering.
daltile.com

Cabinet hardware revamps luxury portfolio
BALDWIN HARDWARE announces the complete relaunch of its Estate Cabinet 
Hardware collection, revamping the portfolio’s idea of new luxury. Whether looking to 
restore a vintage piece to its original grandeur, elevate a cabinet’s appearance with dec-
orative details or carry a consistent motif throughout a home, Estate Cabinet Hardware 
brings authentic style to every room. The collection includes cabinet knobs, pulls and 
appliance pulls that are available in eight finishes.
baldwinhardware.com
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